
INTRODUCING 
DESIGNER DISTRIBUTION 



The future of distribution is supported by our 
 

Bespoke Services
+

Best in Class Analytics Research 
+

Global A&R Scout & Research Launchpad and Training Program 
+ 

A&R Marketing Launchpad
+

A record and distribution boutique that specializes in signing and
developing in talent, early

INTELLIGENCE IN ACTION - DRIVING
CURATED DISCOVERIES TO DISTRIBUTION



OUR TWO PART SOLUTION
 In service to independent distribution platforms and labels, we provide:

PART 1: Global analytics and data driven A&R that delivers a curated pipeline
of talent, sourced by our best in class Global Scout Training and Research
Program for distribution, and supported by a bespoke organic music
marketing program with proven results, focused on growth and upstream
criteria of our partners.

PART 2: Innovative industry-leading A&R Research & Analytics Partnerships  
We source, manage and develop the largest one-of-a-kind suite of global
partnerships with advanced tools/services for data analytics and direct A&R
partnerships with all social and community driven platforms, including
discord and web3 communities.



Republic Records has a clear intention to expand its A&L [artist
and label] services business with a startup boutique services
utilizing the UMG owned Ingrooves as its independent
distribution backbone.

Imperial Music, a label and artist-services company for
“independent creators" has already signed 25 acts, to which it
provides distribution services, A&R support, “marketing strategy
and execution support,” assistance securing sync placements,
funding, and “InGrooves analytics". 

The Ingrooves analytics includes Trends data, Global stream
counts and consumption, Playlist coverage and skip rates.

+

WE LIKE WHAT REPUBLIC IS DOING
IT'S A START, BUT NOT QUITE US

 

https://www.digitalmusicnews.com/2019/02/12/universal-music-group-ingrooves/


 18 MONTHS AGO IMPERIAL WAS JUST AN IDEA THAT
NOW HAS SOLD OVER 

7 MILLION ADJUSTED ALBUMS
AND 10 BILLION GLOBAL STREAMS
*IMPERIAL ARTISTS DISTRIBUTE THROUGH INGROOVES

 

+



OUR FIRST 6 MONTHS PROJECTIONS: 
 

2K INDEPENDENT ARTISTS WE HAVE IDENTIFIED THAT
HAVE ACCRUED 650K- 6M VIEWS/STREAMS EACH

 
WILL BE INVITED AND ONBOARDED TO LAUNCH OUR

ROSTER COLLECTIVELY WITH 1.3B - 12B GLOBAL STREAMS 

A DISTRIBUTION /LABEL
PARTNER + 



DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING STRATEGY & EXECUTION SUPPORT
Marketing Strategy and Execution Support — Global DSP
Marketing —Playlist pitch to global editors — Influencer
Campaigns —Video Promotion — Digital Advertising —  Creative
Services —A&R Support INGROOVES analytics, funding

WHAT IMPERIAL DOES
 



GREATERTHAN delivers opportunities to support the artists and
entrepreneurs of today and tomorrow.

As a signed distribution platform we offer independent creators
a unique suite of boutique services to guide and build careers with
custom marketing, resources, people-powered growth, and exposure
driven partnership services while we exclusively distribute their music
worldwide via online stores and web3 platforms.

As an A&R research company, a key feature of GREATERTHAN is being
able to help independent artists get discovered by and partner with our
label and music company partners.

WHAT GREATERTHAN DOES
 



Our exclusive partnerships offering is a first-of-its-kind in the distribution space. 
It will include an extensive roster of a wide range of curated, cutting edge
opportunities with brands and events from new tech to existing brands, agencies,
festivals, and more that appeal to emerging artists will now be accessible to high
performing distributed artists through our growing pipeline of exclusive
partnerships

Our rising talent roster will be elevated beyond basic distribution with exclusive
opportunities and experiences as they grow - we have a long list of collaborations
and partnerships to add unique and powerful value

Examples:
Custom wardrobe by Gucci Ghost 
Custom cover art and merch designed by Shepard Fairey 
A&R Tour presented by Discover Card 
Festivals x Emerging Artist Slots
Influencer parties and performances
NFT collaborations, collections, and 1st NFT Launchpad
Metaverse collaborations

ARTISTS REALLY WANT EXPOSURE AND OPPORTUNITIES
SUPPORT THAT IS HARD TO ACCESS WITHOUT RELATIONSHIPS

AND PARTNERSHIPS.



GREATERTHAN's designer distribution and artist services business is unlike any other
distributor, creating a perfectly aligned ecosystem with exclusive partners and independent
artists where both sides have their pain solved, with added value to keep the highest quality
talent in our house.

The A&R Innovation Lab creates unique A&R driven services and has a constant flow of
product development incorporating the latest technology, new partners, bespoke research
of untapped data like our music culture micro-influencers in 108 creative cities globally,
making first mover advantage like being the first in scouting in the metaverse, to creating
the first emerging artist NFT distribution launchpad on a web3 platform

AN ARTIST FORWARD BUSINESS THAT IS THE
FUTURE OF THE NEW, HOLISTIC MUSIC
INDUSTRY



A&R MARKETING LAUNCHPAD

A&R SCOUT LAUNCHPAD® Global Scout Training and Research Program
We have more scouts and researchers than any other company/ label and a growing
waitlist. The A&R Scout Training Program has over 450 scouts that are consistently
delivering new discoveries throughout year. It is the only A&R Scout Training
program in the world

A&R Culture Marketing Launchpad
This first-of-its-kind program is designed to train young marketing professionals to
support artist discoveries and development from the A&R Innovation Lab, our scouts
and SLP. The groups are filled with content creators who execute social marketing
campaigns to promote our global scouting efforts, marketing content creation, and
social seeding about artist discoveries

A&R Research Drops
We develop industry leading research reports based on providing value to creative
professionals and capturing interesting, untapped data that no other company is
delivering in this space. Some of our "research drops" are free resources, but most
are powerful specialized data sets that are proprietary and valuable that are being
offered as NFTs on the GREATERTHAN Launchpad.

PROPRIETARY A&R SCOUTING, RESEARCH, AND MARKETING PRODUCTS DRIVE THE
BUSINESS PIPELINE AND ARE THE ONLY ASSETS OF THEIR KIND IN THE INDUSTRY



We believe by creating new value models, listening spaces, and discovery tools we can
enable a more equitable music system, so artists can focus on what they care about
most: making music.

Driven by the relationship between listeners and artists.We’re creating a platform for a
more collaborative music movement, built on web3 technology and values.

With GREATERTHAN, users support the artists they love directly and stake their claim on
being there before everyone else.

MUSIC IS VALUABLE, AND HOW YOU
DISCOVER IT MATTERS. 



 
Our digital assets (NFTs) allow fans to become owners/collaborators and
literally members of the “I discovered it first” club by purchasing limited
edition digital releases (NFTs) that include our FoundFirst® Club ♣ 
Certificate of Authenticity Limited Edition Owner 
(MINTED "I discovered it first" bragging rights) 

We partner with artists from the beginning and distribute their first project in
a web3 music marketplace where they control the revenue stream and assign
ownership bragging rights as the incentive for fans to invest in, own, and
promote their favorite new artists and creatives first releases.

 

WE ARE CAPTURING THE ATTENTION OF THE INDEPENDENT
MUSIC COMMUNITY AND FANS THROUGH RELATABLE,

DESIRED OPPORTUNITIES
 



Fans become owners of a limited edition release that
artists have curated for early supporters.

Fans and creative culture love to share and follow great
discoveries from the earliest stage.

Now, with an NFT, artists have "MINTED" them into the 
 "I discovered it first" club with documented bragging
rights that can be displayed and shared forever.

AND, ARTISTS CAN KEEP GIVING PERKS TO THOSE
FOUNDFIRST® CLUB ♣ COLLECTION OWNERS THROUGHOUT
THEIR CAREER.

 

FOUNDFIRST® CLUB ♣ 
CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY LIMITED EDITION OWNER 

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY
 FOUNDFIRST® CLUB ♣



DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS THAT
ARTISTS WANT

ARTISTS WANT:

To be discovered and have opportunity for success
(There are 3.6B users across the creator economy, and it is virtually impossible to
get industry support as a new artist without A&R Research)

A more equitable and innovative global music ecosystem with
transparency to know where they stand in the market in terms of data
and pay

Tailored services that supports the individual needs of each creator
from a partner that will add value and solve problems by helping them
connect with audiences and create revenue and growth



GREATERTHAN IS THE NEW HOUSE OF DISTRIBUTION
Like the brand names that are synonymous with QUALITY bespoke goods and
services that stand the test of time, and break boundaries with innovation, we
are the high-end-quality distribution brand providing an unmatched boutique
development and luxury level experience in distribution.

GREATERTHAN fills the space between pure basic distribution and what major
labels offer with premium opportunities while leveraging our A&R Research
pipeline to identify and acquire the most promising emerging talent of all
genres. 



STANDARD ARTIST SIGN UPSA&
R 

Re

search and Scouting

Independent 
Distribution

Scouts use research to recruit a
foundation of quality rising talent    

RISING TALENT FOUNDATION

TOP TIER TALENT

Scouts use research to identify
talent on a success trajectory and
recruit them to distribute with us 



Independent 
Distribution

STANDARD ARTIST SIGN UPS

A&R Research + Scout tracking  
becomes the gateway to elevate
artists and unlock access to
Designer Distribution services before
the rest of the industry takes notice

RISING TALENT FOUNDATION

TOP TIER TALENT

A&
R 

Re

search and Scouting



STANDARD ARTIST SIGN UPS

Independent 
Distribution

A&R Research data combined with human insights is then used in smart
marketing, services and opportunities that Designer Distribution provides through
exclusive deals -- filling the gap between distribution and labels and outpacing
the competition

RISING TALENT FOUNDATION

TOP TIER TALENT
Designer Distribution

A&
R 

Re

search and Scouting





Artists and Brands want to be in the Metaverse,
and GREATERTHAN is becoming the new music
discovery authority in Web3.

We own the scout space with the only A&R Scout
Training Program in the industry, A&R Scout
Launchpad, A&R Marketing Launchpad, and our
ongoing rollout plans are global and virtual.

We put the First Scout in the Metaverse with
DNABlock and we are developing A&R for the
Metaverse, including the first NFT scouting
avatars collection.

FIRST SCOUT IN THE METAVERSE



A&R TOUR ™ 

The first-of-its-kind A&R Tour ™ will happen in 30 cities as
a pop-up brand and artist exposure event that promotes
our distribution brand and continues to build ownership of
the A&R scouting space

The A&R Tour ™ will be combined with Paula Moore's Book
Tour + A&R Workshop with stops at 200+ Universities with
Music Business Programs and a pop-up all day event with
office hours, networking, and a curated "day party style"
event in each city where artists and industry will be invited
to attend

An experiential A&R Research event to establish ownership
of the scouting space while we discover and connect with
emerging talent, showcase artists and brands, and create
authority for our distribution brand

FIRST A&R TOUR 



INNOVATIVE A&R RESEARCH REPORTS 

Our A&R reports are highly
curated and presented in a
unique combination of video
and supporting research
content.

We are the only A&R research
company in the industry
developing new reporting and
untapped research methods
combined with trained human
scouts and content creators.



Our first published TikTok research report in 2020. We were
the only company to collect the industry relevant information
on the first 70 artists signed from TikTok exposure. Curated by
lead A&R Scout Miranda Richardson

INNOVATIVE RESEARCH 

This first-of-its-kind research report covered 70+ artists that got
signed through TikTok discovery in 2020. EE: Miranda's LinkedIn
article and Deutschlandfunk Kultur Interview, linked in each
image.Brands and music industry executives lined up to get their
hands on our detailed report

DETAILS AND USE 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/cracking-code-tiktok-discovery-from-ar-research-miranda-richardson/
https://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/tiktok-als-scouting-tool-social-media-statt-demotapes-100.html


DETAILS AND USE 

The Global List of Schools: This includes schools with Music
Business, Entrepreneurship, Media and Technology Programs
lead researcher: Miranda Richardson

INNOVATIVE RESEARCH 

With over 300 universities that offer Music Business undergraduate and
graduate programs, we decided it was important to curate and publish
the only comprehensive list of these programs and student initiatives for
the industry and aspiring industry professionals to access. Labels,
marketers, events want this access to potential interns, event volunteers,
scouts, and entry level hires



The RISING Music Business Professionals List
Lead Researcher: Madison Sweere

We are developing an annual list of rising music business professionals
to support and connect with as we build our Designer Distribution vision
out. It's a list the whole industry can tap into and look forward to
dropping annually. Great for our growing network and products, plus
labels, marketers, events want this access to know who is coming up in
the industry

INNOVATIVE RESEARCH 

DETAILS AND USE 



Heatmaps of Music Makers, Brands and Investors

We are developing new products that tracks the non-performing artist
"music makers" who are hot, trending, and on the rise, and one that
constantly updated with brands and investors actively partnering in
music marketing initiatives and events. This includes what they are
looking for and consideration/submission requirements. Labels,
marketers, artist managers, events, and more across the industry will
covet this list and our exclusive introduction method

INNOVATIVE RESEARCH 

DETAILS AND USE 



100 Cities: Micro Influencers of Music, Lifestyle &
Culture

Our curated and constantly updated research report of local music fans,
industry, and creative influencers that we communicate with in 100+
cities that matter to artists and music companies.

Primarily for our internal A&R Marketing use. However, labels, marketers,
artist managers, events, and more across the industry will value this as a
gold standard in curated research

INNOVATIVE RESEARCH 

DETAILS AND USE 



RESOURCES ARTISTS NEED: CURATED LISTS OF THE TOP 25
CREATIVE INTEREST CATEGORIES ARTISTS NEED ACCESS TO

Over two years, we have been curating a deep set of the
most valuable resources to support artists' needs for our
Designer Distribution clients. We have already curated a
number of great finds in graphic designers, professional
services, song contests, financial resources and grants
per state/territory, and much more.

Artists, Labels, and the Creative Community of Designer
Distribution will have exclusive access to these resources
curated to advance their careers, network, and audience



Paula Moore was the first female A&R Research Executive in the music industry.
During her time as an executive at two major label groups, she built the industry’s
first A&R research platform, connecting A&R executive staff, scouts, artists, and
data. Moore collaborated with then up-and-coming street artist Shepard Fairey on
the platform design and user experience.

Today, she is still the only female senior-level A&R Research Executive with IP
assets. Paula continues to innovate the music industry and is the founder and CEO
of GREATERTHAN, a web3 company exploring big ideas by combining A&R
research discovery and A&R driven NFT collections in the music culture brand space
with a new boutique designer distribution platform in it’s A&R Innovation Lab. 

FOUNDER | CREATOR | AUTHOR

FOUNDER / OPERATOR



AVAILABLE TO BUY ON AMAZON
The Audiobook and compilation album featuring emerging and established
female artists will be released in July/August through our distributor and
submitted for 2023 GRAMMY consideration in the Best Spoken Word Album
category.

Both books will be required reading for the A&R Scout Launchpad and A&R
Marketing Programs beginning this Fall.

Paula will be launching a Book Tour + A&R Workshop with stops at 200+
Universities with Music Business Programs while on the A&R Tour ™
starting in September. 
*Brand Partnerships in progress. 

OUT NOW 

HAS HIT 3 BEST

SELLERS LISTS

ON AMAZON 
GLITTER & GRIT 

AUDIOBOOK AND COMPILATION ALBUM 
Audiobook Produced by: Multi-platinum and Grammy award-winning

producer Che Pope
A&R credit: Miranda Richardson 

In partnership with 



EVERY DISTRIBUTOR has deals with major services where music is
consumed, like Apple, Spotify, Amazon, Tidal, Peloton, TikTok and others,
and labels or artists use DISTRIBUTORS to get their music onto those
platforms. 

When music is streamed, those platforms pay THE DISTRIBUTOR, which in
turn pays all of the shareholders involved in making a song or record. 

DISTRIBUTION IS



DISTRIBUTION IS GETTING MORE
COMPETITIVE

OFFERING COMPETITIVE DISTRIBUTION WITH A&R CURATED AND
SPECIALIZED SERVICES IS HEATING UP FAST 

Rather than allowing all artists everywhere to upload their music to digital services (a la
DistroKid or TuneCore), Sony-owned independent distributor AWAL, instead deploys a
‘first layer’ of A&R filtration. As a result, around nine in every ten tracks submitted to the
AWAL platform are believed to be rejected.

Now, other distributors are making moves in a curated direction. 

For example, Universal Music Group is making a significant change to its own indie artist
distribution business that brings it closer to the AWAL model – and slams the door shut
on many DIY artists hoping to distribute their music via UMG.



DISTRIBUTION IS GETTING MORE
INTERESTING

Soundcloud just paid
$10 million to acquire
data /A&R research
tool Musiio for its
distribution play  

STEM just raised $20
million to put the
sizable capital influx
towards rolling out “a
range of tools to
artists and labels  

Distrokid invested
significantly in the
creation of its data
driven matchmaking
service Upstream

UnitedMasters has
raised another $50
million to add more
artist services for
the distributor (and
major-label
alternative)  

From July 19 this year,
“Spinnup is evolving
from an “open DIY music
distribution service" into
a fully curated invite-
only artist discovery and
music distribution
platform,” states the
Universal-owned
platform. 



Startups like beatBread drew
$34 million from investors in
February of 2022 and uses tech
to hedge their bets on artists.
And, specifically on the advance
front - Stem, Soundcloud, and
more are offering “artist-centric"
significant advances. 

DISTRIBUTION IS EXPLORING MORE
SOLUTIONS

CURATED ARTIST DISCOVERY WITH
TECH / DATA/ ADDITINAL SERVICES

SOLUTIONS

Artists no longer have to
sacrifice control of their
career and their masters to
access growth capital or the
kind of bespoke services
artists need to grow and
sustain careers. 

Web3 and decentralized
networks are about to
turn the music industry
upside down. In a good
way. And, provide more 
exposure and revenue
oppotunities for artists.

WEB 3 SOLUTIONS GROWTH  SOLUTIONS

Curated distribution services with
artist discovery is a key factor in
the next evolution of distribution.
From the UMG announcement to
SoundCloud's plans to use
Musiio’s technology to boost its
own music discovery capabilities,
to the biggest players like
Distrokid, all are making moves in
this direction.

FUNDING SOLUTIONS



“Basically i have a song that i love that i wanna release ASAP but my
record company is saying that I can’t release it unless they can
fake a viral moment on tiktok.” 

According to Halsey, labels are making TikTok an artist’s main focus. 
In a now-viral TikTok video shared May 22, the singer claimed that Capitol
Music refuses to release their new music unless the unreleased song
reaches an unspecified measure of virality. 

DISTRIBUTION IS POISED TO FILL
THE NEED GAP OF ARTISTS 

In a follow-up video posted an hour later, Halsey shares a conversation with
an unspecified person discussing the new song’s TikTok strategy. they
clarified that the label wants them to reach a certain benchmark of likes
or comments over multiple videos before it is released.

"i just want to make music, man." 
“Everything is marketing,” Halsey says in the first video, appearing to criticize
their label.“And they are doing this to basically every artist these days."



In March, Florence Welch, the front person of Florence + the
Machine, wrote in a caption of a video, “The label are begging me
for ‘low fi tik toks’ so here you go. pls send help.” 

“It’s true,” the “cellophane” singer posted on May 18 in a now-
deleted TikTok. “All record labels ask for are TikToks and I got told
off today for not making enough effort.” 

When the label asks me to make my 8th tiktok of the week,” Charli XCX,
who also doesn’t shy away from the app, captioned a viral TikTok last
October. 

Even best-selling balladeer Adele wasn’t immune to label pressure. In an
interview with Zane Lowe in November, she claimed her label asked her to
make videos for app, to which she responded: “Tika Toka, who?” 

DISTRIBUTION IS POISED TO FILL
THE NEED GAP OF ARTISTS 



For Demonstration Purposes Only
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 2022  • PAULA MOORE VENTURES 

Distributing new music, art, and resources curated for the creative community

WE ARE INTELLIGENCE IN ACTION.
A REMARKABLE TEAM OF THINKERS AND DO-ERS. 

 
WE WANT OUR IDEAS TO TEST, AND BUILD, 

 DISCOVERY AND DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS. 


